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LIFEWISE CPO SEX & ROMANCE



Women usually make first move, researcher says By RASHIDA DHOOMA -- Toronto Sun
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Flirting gets everywhere.



you



...



The more you tease and tantalize, the more likely you are to snare your prey, says Monica Moore, associate professor of psychology at Webster University in St. Louis, Mo.
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And while men usually publicly make the first move, in fact they're responding to unspoken cues from women. "Two-thirds of the time, women "They've been summoned. make the first move," says Monica Two-thirds of the time, Moore of Webster University in St. women make the first Louis. -- Craig Robertson, SUN move, even though some men might think it's them," she says of the behaviour that's typical of animals as well. "Some men are aware of the rules of the game and play accordingly." Women survey a room when they walk in and use different strategies to get their man, says Moore, who has spent 2,000 hours in bars, restaurants and nightclubs quietly observing dating habits since 1978. 'Definite signal' "Some may start signalling three men at once and round robin their behaviour to see who approaches first, while others may signal just one man and see how things work out with him," she says. About the only new and surprising Master flirt shares her finding is the way flirting women secrets of success cock their heads to one side and expose their necks. Here are some tips from master flirt Susan Rabin from "It was a definite signal that we her book How To Attract clued into after a while that we Anyone, Anytime, Anyplace, hadn't seen before," she says. The Smart Guide To Flirting. Other general, more common She's also the author of 101 flirting behaviour includes eye Ways To Flirt and Cyberflirt.
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and



body Take the initiative; other people are shy, too.



Even these common behaviours, however, should be practised with Your body is speaking even caution, says Susan Rabin, author when you're not. Be aware of of How To Attract Anyone, Anytime, the message you're sending. Anyplace, The Smart Guide To Flirting (Penguin). Touch is a powerful communicator. Use it "Make it fun and an adventure. It sparingly. makes people feel good," she says, adding that many people fail Talking too much means because they don't know how to you're not listening. enjoy and send out signals. Showing interest in your "There should be no pressure. You partner's achievements is the just have to look at babies to see ultimate turn-on. how easy it can be. Babies are born flirts," says the relationship Be generous with sincere therapist. compliments. Flirting opens possibilities that Any place can be a meeting otherwise wouldn't exist, but Rabin place. Make the environment cautions against letting it "all hang work for you. out the first day and to keep the sexual context out." Flirting is not a one-shot deal. Try, try, try again. Here are some words of wisdom for both sexes from the woman who bills herself as a master flirt and has her own flirting Web site www.schoolofflirting.com. Don't stare. "You want to attract, not attack," and hold that gaze for about three seconds. Do not let you eyes roam all over the person's body. Stop at the neck. Smile, it's a universal language. Keep your hands to yourself. Keep your shoulders out and turned slightly toward the person. It says, "I'm friendly, approachable and interested." Sneers, stares People are afraid of rejection and won't approach you if they don't get the proper signals, Rabin says. Moore, whose latest study involves rejection signals by women, says they use a repertoire of non-verbal facial expressions and gestures to discourage potential partners. They sneer and stare, put their hands in their pockets and turn their bodies away. Another study by K. Grammer in 1990 shows that closed postures and the avoidance of eye contact are used by both sexes to indicate a lack of interest.
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Other non-verbal rejection behaviour in the study of 200 women by Moore includes yawning, gazing upwards, nail-cleaning and teethpicking. An animated, smiling, laughing and giggling face complemented by hand and arm movements, or even a body moving gently to the beat of the music, helps a woman stand out in a crowd, Moore says. Non-verbal courtship behaviour is correlated more by approaches than physical attributes, she adds. "A beautiful woman is going to get more response but she'll get less of it than a less-attractive woman who's flirting more," Moore explains. "It makes sense because a man doesn't want to go up to a woman who's patently not interested in him, even if she is very attractive." This article first appeared on March 15, 2000.
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Art Flirting 

Flirting is an energetic art, a social skill and a biological instinct. It can be playful and attraction based, or simply socially engaging. This adult form of play is.
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